To obtain a copy of your degree audit:

Degree Audits are available to students through Joe'SS on the Registrar's home page:
http://joess.mst.edu/

Joe'SS is an automated system that reports information in a real-time format. When you access your degree audit, all current information is displayed.

Joe'SS is available 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.

If you need assistance or have unresolved problems with your degree audit, contact the Registrar's Office at 103 Parker Hall or call 341-4181.

The degree audit report is an internal document used for advising. It is not an official certification of your academic record.

**Special Symbols**

Degree audits provide indicators next to the grades in certain courses.

- **D** Indicates that this is a duplicate course and not counted in the total hours toward your degree. Degree Audits exclude previous occurrences of the course. NOTE: Regulations will not allow completion of a requirement using a repeated course with a failing grade on the last attempt, even if the first attempt was passing.

- **R** Indicates a repeatable course. Credit given for each occurrence.

- **C** Denotes cross-listed courses (courses that are the same but listed under several different departments designation). Credit only allowed once for this course.

- **S** Excess hours in a sub-requirement are split for use in subsequent sub-requirements.

- **I** Indicates an in-progress course on your Missouri S&T schedule.

- **IP** "IP" in the grade field indicates an in-progress course on your current schedule.

- **PR** "PR" in the grade field indicates a transfer course in progress; you need to provide the final transcript from the previous college.

- **T** A "T" next to the grade indicates a course transferred from another institution

- **E** An "E" next to the grade indicates credit by exam.

**Degree Audits**

Degree Audit Reporting System
DARSweb

The Degree Audit is an automated record reflecting a student's academic progress toward degree completion in his/her declared major. By considering Missouri S&T course work, transfer courses, and courses in progress, this analysis provides timely information on a student's progress toward meeting degree requirements.

The degree audit is a report that contains all requirements and sub-requirements for a specific degree program. A separate degree audit has been created for each degree program. Students with double majors should receive two distinct audit reports.
After the fourth week of the graduating semester, the student is registered in a course that produces their name on a grade sheet which is sent to the Institutional Research & Assessment office located at G-5B Campus Support. This office clears the student if the assessment has been completed.

This requirement looks at Missouri S&T courses only to calculate GPA, must be a 2.0 or higher.

This requirement looks at course work which has been transferred from institutions other than Missouri S&T. This will not indicate where the transfer credit was taken.

Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

The example to the right includes an "EX" grade along with the "E" for the Exam credit and "D" for the Duplicate Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

This requirement scans the courses backwards from the last course taken up until it reaches a total of 60 hours. Any credit taken off campus in the 60 hour total will need a Residency Waiver/Last 60 Hours waiver form.

This requirement checks for a 2.00 or higher GPA in the student's major department courses.

This requirement looks at Missouri S&T courses only to calculate GPA, must be a 2.0 or higher.

This requirement looks at course work which has been transferred from institutions other than Missouri S&T. This will not indicate where the transfer credit was taken.

Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

The example to the right includes an "EX" grade along with the "E" for the Exam credit and "D" for the Duplicate Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

This requirement scans the courses backwards from the last course taken up until it reaches a total of 60 hours. Any credit taken off campus in the 60 hour total will need a Residency Waiver/Last 60 Hours waiver form.

This requirement looks at course work which has been transferred from institutions other than Missouri S&T. This will not indicate where the transfer credit was taken.

Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

The example to the right includes an "EX" grade along with the "E" for the Exam credit and "D" for the Duplicate Grade categories include: EX-exam, HR-hearer status, S-satisfactory, U-unsatisfactory, I-incomplete, DL-delayed grade.

This requirement scans the courses backwards from the last course taken up until it reaches a total of 60 hours. Any credit taken off campus in the 60 hour total will need a Residency Waiver/Last 60 Hours waiver form.